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Abstract. Evening equatorial pre-reversal vertical ion E×B
drift (VZP ) and the peak of the ionospheric F2 maximum altitude (hmF2P ) of the postsunset equatorial F-layer, which are
the essential parameters requisite for the generation or inhibition of postsunset bottomside equatorial irregularities were
deduced from ionosonde observations made in the Africa
region (Ouagadougou: ∼3◦ N dip latitude) between January 1987 and December 1990 for solar activity minimum,
medium, and maxima (F10.7 =85, 141, 214, and 190, respectively) for quiet geomagnetic conditions. We investigate variations of evening equatorial pre-reversal drift and
the corresponding altitude at four levels of solar activity.
Our observations show strong variations with solar variability. Correlation analysis between these parameters indicates
that the correlation coefficient value between hmF2P versus
VZP decreases considerably with increasing solar flux value.
There seems to be no significant link between these parameters under high solar activity, especially for solar intensity
F10.7 >200 units. We conclude that meridional neutral wind
in the F-region contributes substantially to the variations of
the pre-reversal vertical plasma drifts enhancement and the
peak hmF2, particularly the electrodynamics during twilight
high solar flux conditions.
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Introduction and data base description

The F-region vertical iron drift at the magnetic equator is a
parameter of primary importance for all studies of equatorial
ionosphere. In the early evening hours, a unique feature of
the equatorial and low-latitude ionosphere is the pre-reversal
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enhancement (PRE) in the vertical ion velocities that occurs
shortly after local sunset, superimposed in the typical diurnal variation of daytime upward and nighttime downward
drifts (Fesen et al., 2000). The phenomenon is mainly driven
by eastward electric fields and can significantly change the
height of ionosphere. The equatorial electric field and plasma
drift vary with longitude at a given local time and affect the
growth rate of the Raleigh-Taylor (RT) instability through the
gravitational and electrodynamics drift terms and by controlling the electron gradient in the bottomside of the F-region
after dusk (Farley et al., 1970; Ossakow, 1981; Abdu et al.,
1982; Aarons, 1993; Fejer et al., 1999).
The height of the postsunset equatorial F-layer is another
important parameter that controls the generation or inhibition of equatorial bottomside plasma instability (Jayachandran et al., 1993; Abdu, 2001). So far, the postsunset height
studies have been limited to the height of the base of the Flayer, h0 F resulting in a lack of data of the peak hmF2. Already, it has become an established fact that the evening rapid
rise of the F-layer, produced by a pre-reversal enhancement
in the F-region ionization drift velocity, is closely linked in
some way with the development of the equatorial spread F
(ESF) (Faley et al., 1970; Woodman, 1970). Furthermore,
numerous studies regarding the effects of evening equatorial
pre-reversal drifts in F-region instability have been presented
(e.g. Fejer et al., 1999; Lee et al., 2005; Li et al., 2007;
Whalen, 2001). Unfortunately, electrodynamic effects on
the early evening ionosphere are infrequently studied in the
African longitude sector. The understanding of ionosphere
variability in regard to these key factors (evening prereversal
enhancement and the corresponding peak height) have practical and scientific impacts.
Based on the ground-based ionosonde measurements,
the analysis of seasonal and solar cycle variability in Fregion vertical ion drifts over Ouagadougou has been performed in our earlier study (Oyekola et al., 2007). By
using ionosonde observations from Ouagadougou (12.4◦ N,
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1987 (Low Flux)
1989 (High Flux)
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1988 (Moderate Flux)
1990 (High Flux)

Table 1. Regression parameters for Fig. 2.
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Fig.Figure
1. Variation
of (a) pre-reversal vertical ion drift (VZP ) and
(b) the corresponding maximum hmF2P for four levels of solar activity.

1.5◦ W, dip latitude, ∼3◦ N), we show the variation and the
relationship between evening peak velocity VZP and the corresponding evening peak altitude hmF2 at various levels of
solar activity. In addition, we show that at high solar activity period, meridional wind play a pivotal role in the variability of postsunset ionosphere. Details of the procedure
for measuring F-region vertical drifts and the peak altitudes
using ionosonde were fully described in earlier publications
(Oyekola et al., 2007, 2008). Uncertainties
in VZP are in the
15
range of ∼(±1–2 m/s), while that of hmF2P varies between
∼(±4–13 km).

2

Year
(a)

Results and discussion

We present in Fig. 1a (top panel) the variation of evening
equatorial pre-reversal vertical drift velocity for four different values of solar flux intensity F10.7 and in Fig. 1b (bottom
panel) the corresponding monthly averages of evening maximum hmF2. The averaged monthly solar flux intensity F10.7
values were 85, 141, 214, and 190, respectively. The prereversal peak in vertical drifts is smaller at all months for the
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lowest flux value. The moderate and high solar maxima show
considerable fluctuations. Of particular important, the values
of VZP during moderate solar activity year 1988 (F10.7 =141)
are either roughly comparable or even higher than VZP during the maximum solar activity year 1989 (F10.7 =214) and
1990 (F10.7 =190) in equinoxes (April and October) and December solstice (November and December) months. On average, the magnitude of the evening pre-reversal enhancement in vertical iron drift during 1987 (low), 1988 (medium),
1989 (high), and 1990 (high) is 5.5 m/s, 13.7 m/s, 17.1 m/s,
and 15.5 m/s, in that order. Clearly, the values indicate solar activity dependence. A close look at Fig. 1b, one notes
that the variability patterns show apparent solar activity dependence, but not as strong as in the PRE in the vertical ion
drift. Again, peak hmF2 are smaller in values during all the
months for the lowest flux value. In addition, the trends during 1989 (high) and 1990 (high) are not significant compared
to VZP trends during the same periods. It is also noticeable
that values of peak hmF2 during the moderate solar activity year 1988 are approximately similar to maximum hmF2
during 1989 and 1990 solar maxima periods. The overall
average value of hmF2p is ∼370 km, 470 km, ∼535 km, and
523 km for 1987, 1988, 1989, and 1990 periods, respectively.
The average value of peak hmF2 also indicates solar activity
dependence.
Figure 2 presents the dependence of evening pre-reversal
maximum in F2 peak height hmF2p on the postsunset vertical ion drifts for 1987, 1988, 1989, and 1990, respectively.
Notice that the occurrence time of evening peak in the vertical drift is in the range 17:00–22:00 LT. Figure 2 shows
four panels of plots along with the best-fit representing solar cycle minimum (left top), moderate (right top), maximum
(bottom left), and maximum (bottom right) conditions. The
best-fit parameters are put together as Table 1. It is interesting to see from the table that the slope connecting hmF2p
and VZP decrease considerably with the increasing phase of
solar cycle. The correlation coefficient values, in the linear
regression analysis is very good for the low and moderate
solar activity year of 1987 and 1988, very poor during the
high solar activity period of 1989, but fair during the high
solar flux year of 1990. Also, the regression coefficient values decrease drastically with an increase in the epoch of solar cycle. Furthermore, the data suggests that the parameters required initiating/suppressing postsunset bottomside
www.ann-geophys.net/27/297/2009/
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Figure 2. peak F2 maximum height (hmF2 ) on the evening pre-reversal enhancement in vertical ion drift. The
Fig. 2. Dependence of ionospheric
P
average decimetric solar flux for each year is indicated on each panel.

irregularities exhibiting strong anti-correlation with the sosity irregularity occurrence rate at longitude of bad alignment
lar effect. It is important to stress that the peak velocity and
of magnetic field lines in a solstice season. It is observed
maximum altitude relationship breaks down at higher solar
that the magnitudes of the evening peak velocities are generactivity suggesting that the pre-reversal enhancement width
ally smaller, even the yearly average value is less than 20 m/s
before reversal is important too. The lower solar activity re(commonly reported threshold value of peak velocity neceslationships imply that the pre-reversal enhancement shape is
sary to trigger plasma instability) for each level of solar activfairly constant and the peak velocity is the main variable.
ity. Dabas et al. (1998, 2003, 2007), reported that day-to-day
Hence, we suspect that even when meaningful onset values 16 occurrence of scintillation at 4 GHz up to 21◦ N magnetic
(E×B in vertical ion drift or peak hmF2) needed to ignite
latitudes is strongly dependent on the evening hour virtual
postsunset plasma instability are met, plasma irregularities
height or h0 F and the time rate of change of h0 F values over
can still be inhibited during high solar activity periods. This
the magnetic equator, and suggested that in the neighborhood
result is in agreement with the report of Su et al. (2007) that
of the magnetic equator, the threshold values of E×B (or
used space-based (ROCSAT-1) observations to show antih0 F ) can be successfully used for the night-to-night prediccorrelation between the solar activity effect and topside dention of scintillation occurrence. Horvath and Essex (2003)
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be responsible for anti-solar correlation between the hmF2P
and VZP while at the same time quenching the instability
growth in an otherwise unstable flux tube, thus maintains a
stable ionosphere with perhaps no equatorial spread-F instability during equinoxes and solstice high solar flux conditions.
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Fig. 3. Meridional neutral wind over Ouagadougou F-region ionosphere.

demonstrated the effects of the pre-reversal enhancement on
the ground-based GPS TEC data at the equatorial latitudes in
the Pacific longitude region.
It must be noted that Ouagadougou station is not located
exactly at the magnetic equator, thus meridional neutral wind
could play a vital role during high solar epoch. Therefore, an
idea of how transequatorial wind intensity could affect the
variation of evening prereversal enhancement and peak hmF2
can be obtained from the data presented in Fig. 3, which
shows the difference in the hmF2 values over two magnetic
conjugate point stations obtained from Ibadan (3◦ S dip lati17
tude) and Ouagadougou (3◦ N dip latitude) during comparable solar and geophysical conditions. The hmF2 values over
the northern conjugate station is subtracted from that of the
southern conjugate station (hmF2IBA –hmF2OUA ). The resulting 1(hmF2) represents the direct measure of the transequatorial wind (Abdu et al., 2006). A positive (negative) value
of 1 (hmF2) represents the northward (southward) transequatorial wind. The data for the three different seasons are
plotted in Fig. 3. We observe that northward transequatorial
wind is considerably large within the December solstice, especially during the evening hours over Ouagadougou, moderate in equinoxes, and significantly weaker within the June
solstice. This result is in agreement with the work presented
by Mayer et al. (1979), who found the maximum around sunset in meridional wind during the equinoctial months of a
high solar activity period. Thus, the large transequatorial
winds (northward) in equinoxes and December solstice could
Ann. Geophys., 27, 297–301, 2009

Summary

There exists large variation, particularly in the evening enhancement in the F-region peak velocity and the evening
maximum hmF2 measured over Ouagadougou for the four
different values of solar decimetric flux. The F-region parameters (VZP and peak hmF2) required to trigger the ESF
instability exhibit strong anti-correlation with solar activity
effect. We note that these parameters are poorly correlated
during periods of high solar activity, particularly (F10.7 >200
units). In this way, the peak velocity and the corresponding
altitude are confined to a narrow altitude range (see Fig. 2c)
and, as a result, the ionosphere irregularity generation and
evolution may possibly be weakened or inhibited. Lastly,
two effects are found to contribute to the variation of evening
F-region parameters, especially the electrodynamics; solar
variability and the meridional neutral wind in the F-region.
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